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Sustainability can be profitable and profitability can be sustainable: Converting trash into valuable 
recyclable commodities
Stephen W Brooks
Federal Law Enforcement Training Centers, USA

A common reason given for not recycling is that it is not cost effective and too costly to do. To be successful is easy but one 
should shift paradigms to make it work. Whether you are an educational campus, training facility or community, it can 

be done effectively and efficiently. It will take a shift in culture and thinking in the beginning. That first shift is to stop thinking 
of all solid waste as “trash”, but rather a commodity that has monetary value in today’s market place of shrinking resources. 
Recyclable commodities such as old corrugated cardboard (OCC), standard office paper (SOP), aluminum drink cans are no 
different that gold, orange juice or pork bellies, they are sold to those companies that need the recyclables as raw material to 
keep their mills operating, personnel employed and their products flowing into the stream of commerce around the globe. 
These recyclable commodities are crucial to saving natural resources when they are processed back into their natural states to 
begin the manufacturing process all over again. Aluminum can be recycled indefinitely and results in a 95% energy savings and 
reduces pollution by 95% over tradition saves 4 lbs. of bauxite from being smelting for pound of aluminum recycled. Recycling 
not only generates positive revenue streams but also saves natural resources but also allows for cost avoidance associated with 
traditional waste collection and disposal.
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